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Abstract
In this paper, the probability distributions of per user downlink data rate, spectral efficiency (SE) and energy efficiency
(EE) are analytically derived for a heterogeneous network model with cell-edge located small cells. The high accuracies of
analytically derived cumulative distribution functions (CDF) are verified using distributions obtained via simulations. CDF
expressions are then used in order to optimize key performance indicators (KPI) which are selected here as 10th percentile
downlink data rate (R10 ), spectral efficiency (SE10 ) and energy efficiency (EE10 ). In addition to optimizing KPIs separately,
we also investigate the variation of the KPIs with respect to each other employing the analytically derived distributions.
The results show that the resource allocation parameter values maximizing R10 are very close to the values that maximize
EE10 . However, the values that are optimal for EE10 and R10 are not optimal for SE10 , which demonstrates the EE and SE
trade-off in HetNets.
Keywords Heterogeneous networks  Downlink data rate distribution  Spectral efficiency/energy efficiency trade-off

1 Introduction
With the ongoing evolution of mobile devices, the demand
for higher data rates in mobile communication systems has
been increasing rapidly. According to the Wireless World
Research Forum’s (WWRF) vision for 2020, a mobile
traffic growth of 1000 times compared to current generation of wireless standards is expected [1]. According to 5G
visions of ITU and several communication companies, the
services in 5G will require higher data rates, lower latency
and higher reliability. All these improvements should be
done in a cost effective manner [2]. In order to satisfy the
1000x data challenge, the key technological targets are
increased bandwidth, increased spectral efficiency and
extreme cell densification [3, 4].
Cell densification is a key enabler for 5G networks
[3, 5]. By shrinking the cell sizes, the spectrum can be
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reused across the area which increases the per user rates. In
dense deployments, adding more base stations (BS) also
increases the interference levels. In order to overcome this
problem, deployment of BSs with lower transmit power is
proposed. Low power base stations are named as micro,
pico and femto base stations depending on their transmit
powers. Networks consisting of a mix of these base stations
are called Heterogeneous Networks (HetNets) [5, 6]. In
HetNets, with the addition of small cells, the area spectral
efficiency is increased. For the ongoing 3GPP development, there are various scenarios and requirements for the
enhancement of small cells [7]. As in [8], cell range
expansion (CRE) is one of the methods in HetNets to
offload more users to small cells, which is enabled through
cell biasing and adaptive resource partitioning. CRE is seen
as an effective method to balance the load among the nodes
in the network and to improve overall trunking efficiency.
Although the received power from Macro cell is larger with
cell biasing, the UE associates itself with a small cell as
long as the difference between the received powers from
the macro cell and small cell is smaller than the positive
bias value. With cell biasing, depending on the bias value,
the network can control the number of user equipments
(UE) associated with the low-power nodes and therefore
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offload more traffic demand to those nodes [5]. In this
study, we assume a two-tier HetNet, where there are Macro
and Micro BSs that use cell biasing. In the considered
scenario, there are three types of UEs: UEs associated with
the Macro BS are named as Macro UEs, UEs associated
with a Micro BS with zero biasing are called Direct Micro
UEs, and UEs associated with a Micro BS with positive
biasing are called CRE UEs.
In order to minimize the interference among the users of
the system, time/frequency resources should be partitioned
carefully in HetNets. For instance, when CRE UEs and
Macro UEs are being served in the same time interval and
at the same frequency band, the received signal power of
CRE UEs will be lower than the interference power coming
from the Macro cell. Therefore, the resources are required
to be orthogonally shared between CRE UEs and Macro
UEs. This can be done by using the Almost Blank Subframe (ABS) technique which is a part of the Enhanced
Intercell Interference Coordination (eICIC) developed by
3GPP working group [9]. As stated in [9], in ABS, Macro
BS does not transmit while CRE UEs are being served, so
that CRE UEs do not suffer from the Macro BS interference. The resource allocation between Direct Micro UEs
and Macro UEs can be done by using orthogonal or nonorthogonal deployments [10]. In this study, we assume
orthogonal deployment between Direct Micro and Macro
UEs so that Macro BS interference at Direct Micro UEs
and Micro BS interference at Macro UEs are eliminated.
Throughout this work, we assume Cell-On-Edge (COE)
configuration as the HetNet model and use a resource
allocation scheme which partitions the resources in time
and frequency. We analytically derive the probability distribution of the downlink data rates achieved by users and
then verify the proposed analytical model by simulations.
We assume that orthogonal frequency planning is done
among neighboring Micro BS cells so that no interference
is coming from neighboring cells. We also assume that
Macro and Micro BSs always transmit with constant
power, i.e., no power control is done. We show that the
distributions obtained from the analytical model are highly
accurate under a wide range set of network parameters such
as spatial user distribution and bias. By using the analytical
rate distribution, we optimize the system in terms of 10th
percentile rate (R10 ), which corresponds to the 10% point
of the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of the per
user data rate. In addition to the user rate, energy and
spectral efficiencies are other key performance metrics in
5G networks. We also derive the CDF expressions for the
Spectral Efficiency (SE) and Energy Efficiency (EE), and
then optimize the resource allocation parameters in order to
maximize the tenth percentile SE (SE10 ) and EE (EE10 ).
The results reported in the paper demonstrate the SE and
EE trade-off in the studied HetNet model, and the
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analytically obtained distributions can be used to address
the SE-EE trade-off according the preferences of the network service provider.
The most important contributions of this paper are:
• Using a fully analytical approach, CDF of downlink
data rate per user, SE and EE are derived for a HetNet
with COE configuration. The analytically derived CDFs
have been shown to be very close to CDFs obtained
from simulations under an extensive set of spatial user
distributions and bias values.
• Using analytically obtained distributions, optimal
resource allocation parameters are calculated that
maximize R10 , SE10 and EE10 .
• Our results show that the optimal values of resource
allocation parameters maximizing R10 and EE10 are
close to each other, however these values are not
optimal for SE10 .
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Sect. 2 gives
relevant studies in the literature. Section 3 describes our
system model for the HetNet in consideration. Section 4
presents the derivation of the cumulative distribution
function of the rate/user, spectral efficiency and energy
efficiency for the network model and the resource allocation scheme employed. Section 5 presents the simulation
and analytical results and the paper is concluded in Sect. 6.

2 Related work
The distributions of SINR and user rate are crucial
parameters for system optimization in wireless networks.
Stochastic geometry (SG) and hexagonal grid structure
based models have been used to obtain the analytical
expressions for distributions of SINR, user rate and coverage in wireless networks [11]. For multi-tier cellular
networks different types of point processes have been
employed. For example, in [12–18], Poisson-Point-Process
(PPP) based models are used to investigate the multi-tier
cellular networks in terms of coverage probability and
ergodic rate. Another way of modeling HetNets is using
static models. One of the static models which is appropriate
for practical deployments is the Cell-on-edge (COE) configuration [19]. COE configuration is a practical model in
which the macro BS is located in the center and small cells
are placed regularly around a ring that is close to the cell
boundary. COE configuration has been shown to produce
significant benefits in terms of improved cell-edge coverage, increased network capacity, enhanced end-user experience, and reduced cost of delivering mobile broadband
services to cell-edge mobile users [19]. COE deployment
model is employed in this study.
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model follows the assumptions, which are in accordance
with the 3GPP model given in [26]:
• There is one Macro BS located at the center of a
circular area with radius L.
• There are NMICRO Micro BSs that are located on the ring
that is located dMicro away from the center. The
distances between adjacent Micro BSs are equal.
• A portion of the user equipments (UEs) are uniformly
distributed over the entire area.
• The remaining UEs are located uniformly within circles
that are in the coverage of Micro BSs. The ratio of the
number of these UEs to all UEs is WMicro .
One example topology is shown in Fig. 1, where denser
distribution of users around micro base stations can be
observed. As WMicro increases, the density around Micro
BSs increases.
In the communication system model, we only consider
the downlink communication from the BSs to UEs and
assume that UEs have always something to receive from
BSs (saturated traffic model). The wireless channel
between BSs and UEs is modeled by a path loss model for
which the received power (Pr;i in Watts) is related to the
transmit power (Pt;i in Watts) of BS with index i as in
Pr;i ¼

Pt;i
c :
di i

ð1Þ

where ci is the path loss exponent and di is the distance
between BS i and UE. The path loss model given in (1)
omits channel impairments such as Rayleigh fading and
shadowing. During network planning, resource allocation
parameter optimization uses average received powers that
primarily depend on the distance between BS and UEs. The
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We obtain the distributions of rate, spectral and energy
efficiency and use them to optimize the cell range expansion bias and resource allocation parameters. There are
several studies in the literature investigating the optimal
selection of resource allocation parameters, range expansion bias values and user associations such as [20–25]. The
HetNet models used in these papers are similar to the
HetNet deployment we use in this study. In [20], similar to
our study the distribution of SINR of users is obtained to
evaluate the benefits of range expansion in HetNets.
However different than our study, co-channel deployment
among users in different tiers is assumed, and the distribution of SINR is obtained by sweeping user locations on
grid points using simulations. In our study we obtain the
CDFs of rate, spectral and energy efficiency fully analytically. In [21], optimal CRE bias values are obtained using
simulations to maximize the sum rate. In our study, by
using the analytically derived data rate CDF, we optimize
the system in terms of tenth percentile rate which also
considers the fairness whereas maximizing the sum rate
does not take fairness into account. In [22], instantaneous
CDF of SINR is used to dynamically optimize the bias and
time resource sharing parameter. The benefits of the proposed method on throughput is investigated by simulations.
Instead of using an analytical model in order to obtain
SINR CDF as we have done in this paper, [22] assumes that
pico BSs collect the real SINRs of the users and use these
values to calculate the optimal system parameters. In
[23, 24], several radio resource management and interference coordination schemes with various CRE bias values
are evaluated via simulations for a HetNet model. In [25],
the optimal time resource allocation parameter selection
problem is formulated as a mixed integer nonlinear programming problem, and the problem is solved in order to
maximize the user with the minimum data rate. Maximizing the minimum data rate in the network may generate
deceptive results when a user has a significantly inferior
channel to the BS. Instead, we use the group of users with
the lowest data rates, e.g., 10%, to measure the fairness of
the data rate distribution in the network as a performance
indicator in this paper. Analytically obtained CDFs of rate,
spectral and energy efficiencies can also be used in order to
optimize other performance metrics that can be defined by
the network operator.
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3 System model
We consider a heterogeneous network model which consists of Macro and Micro Base Stations (BS) and User
Equipments (UE). We use the Cell-On-Edge Model where
Micro BSs are located on the edge of a Macro cell. The
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Fig. 1 An example of topology and UE connections for B ¼ 15 dB
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optimized parameter values during network planning may
not be optimal during network operation due to varying
channel conditions, but these values can be used as initial
parameter values that can be further tuned during networks
operations using the real-life channel measurements collected while the network is operational. Throughout the
paper, we use the following convention for BS type to
index mapping: the BS with index i ¼ 0, i.e., BS0 , is the
Macro BS and the BSs with index i [ 0 are Micro BSs.
Consecutive index numbers correspond to neighbor Micro
BSs, for example BS1 and BS2 are neighbors. And also due
to circular placement of Micro BSs, BS1 and BSNMICRO are
also neighbors. The path loss exponent ci , between UE and
BSi is given as

a1 ;
if i=0
ci ¼
:
ð2Þ
a2 ;
if i [ 0
where a2 [ a1 due to lower heights of Micro BSs. In (1),
the transmit power Pt;i differs depending on the BS type
and it is given as

P1 ;
if i=0
Pt;i ¼
;
ð3Þ
P2 ;
if i [ 0
where P1 [ P2 . In this system, each UE calculates its
signal power parameter Ps;i , which is a scaled version of
the received power Pr;i with the bias value of BSi (Bi ).
Depending on the Ps;i , UE associates itself with a BS. The
Bi

relation between Ps;i and Pr;i is given by Ps;i ¼ Pr;i 1010 ,
where

0;
if i=0
:
ð4Þ
Bi ¼
B;
if i [ 0
UE is associated with BSi for which signal power parameter, Ps;i , is maximum. In the system, each UE can be a
Macro, Cell Range Extended (CRE) or a Direct Micro UE.
The UEs for which Ps;i is maximum for i ¼ 0 are Macro
UEs. The other UEs are either CRE or Direct Micro UEs
depending on their received power parameter, Pr;i . Among
the UEs whose Ps;i is maximum for some i [ 0, the UEs
whose Pr;i is maximum for some i [ 0 are Direct Micro
UEs, and the UEs whose Pr;i is maximum for i ¼ 0 are
CRE UEs. Figure 1 shows how UEs are associated with
BSs for B ¼ 15 dB.
In our system, we use a resource allocation
scheme which is shown in Fig. 2. According to this
resource allocation scheme, CRE UEs are served in g of
time for 0  g  1, whereas Direct Micro UEs and Macro
UEs are served in the remaining 1  g amount of time. In
addition to partitioning in time domain, we also employ a
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Fig. 2 Allocation of time and frequency to UEs

partitioning in the frequency domain. For CRE UEs, the
whole band is divided into two equal parts for different
CRE user groups, namely CRE UEs,1 and CRE UEs,2.
CRE UEs,1 represent the users that are served by BSi with
i ¼ 1; 3; 5; . . .; 2n  1, whereas CRE UEs,2 are the users
served by BSi with i ¼ 2; 4; 6; . . .; 2n. The reason behind
partitioning the band for CRE UEs is to avoid interference
coming to CRE UEs from neighboring Micro BSs. Frequency band is orthogonally shared among Macro and
Direct Micro UEs, so that the interference power at Direct
Micro UEs and Macro UEs is minimized. In our scheme,
qW of the total system bandwidth W is used by Macro UEs.
The time/frequency resources that are given to UEs are
shared equally among UEs connected to the same BS. For
example, if a Micro BS has Nm Direct Micro UEs, each
for
user has access to a channel with a bandwidth of ð1qÞW
Nm
1  g in one unit of time. We also assume that each UE
uses the maximum capacity of the channel assuming
Gaussian alphabet is transmitted.
Using the communication model described above, we
investigate the CDFs of data rate per UE, spectral and
energy efficiencies (SE and EE) for the downlink communication. CDFs obtained here are not applicable for the
uplink communication since power adaptation and different resource sharing methods should be considered in that
case. We analytically derive CDF of data rate per UE using
a geometrical approach and verify our analytical results
using extensive simulations. A similar approach is followed to derive the analytical distributions of SE and EE.
We selected 10th percentile rate (R10 ), median and tenth
percentile Spectral (SE50 ; SE10 ) and Energy Efficiency
(EE50 ; EE10 ) as Key Performance Indicators (KPIs).
Employing the analytical CDF expression obtained for rate,
SE and EE optimal values of resource sharing parameters
(g, q) that maximize these KPIs are obtained.
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4 Analytical derivation of cumulative
distribution of user rate, spectral
and energy efficiency
In this section, first, the analytical formulas for cumulative
distribution of data rate/user for the UEs in the heterogeneous network model will be derived by using a geometrical approach. This approach is valid when Macro and
Micro BSs are located at fixed locations. We assume a
Cell-On-Edge configuration with a fixed NMICRO value,
however the extension of the geometric approach to general cases will be discussed in Sect. 4.2. After obtaining the
distribution for data rate/user, distributions for SE and EE
will be derived using a similar approach.
As described in Sect. 3, there are three types of UEs in
the system, which are Macro, Direct Micro and CRE UEs.
Each type of these users have different data rate distributions and for given B, g, q values a general equation for
data rate per f type of user is given as,
!
gf
Pr
Cf ðB; g; qÞ ¼
Wqf log2 1 þ 2
:
ð5Þ
NBS;f ðBÞ
rNþI;f
In (5), gf is the time sharing parameter for user type f.
NBS;f ðBÞ is the average number of type f users being served
by the same BS for bias value B, W is the total bandwidth
used, qf is the band sharing parameter for user type f. Pr is
the power of signal received from the associated BS. r2NþI;f
is the variance of Interference þ Noise term of user type f,
which is modeled as a Gaussian random variable. f, gf and
qf are given as,
8
For a Macro user
>
< 0;
ð6Þ
f ¼ 1;
For a Direct Micro user
>
:
2;
For a CRE user ;

1  g;
f ¼ 0; 1
gf ¼
ð7Þ
g;
f ¼ 2;
8
f¼0
>
< q;
qf ¼ 1  q;
f¼1
ð8Þ
>
:
0:5;
f ¼ 2:
The parameters g, q in (8) are time and band sharing
parameters which are illustrated in the resource allocation
scheme shown in Fig. 2. In this paper, after obtaining the
analytical expression for the data rate distribution, we aim
to find the optimum values of g and q in order to maximize
the tenth percentile rate, R10 .

2599

4.1 Modeling interference 1 noise term
Interference þ Noise term is modeled as a zero-mean
Gaussian random variable with variance r2NþI;f which is the
summation of noise power (Pnoise;f ðBÞ) and interference
power (r2I;f ) for type f user and given bias value B. Due to
the symmetry of the BS locations in the heterogeneous
network model, r2NþI;f is assumed to be same for all users
of the same type.
The noise part of Interference þ Noise is a Gaussian
random variable with variance Pnoise;f ðBÞ and is calculated
as in (9).
Pnoise;f ðBÞ ¼ 10ðPn þ10 logðwf ðBÞÞþNFUE Þ=10 :

ð9Þ

In (9), wf ðBÞ is the average bandwidth in Hz that is used by
a UE of type f, Pn (dBm/Hz) is the noise spectral density
and NFUE is the noise figure (in dBm) of UEs. wf ðBÞ is
calculated by the division of the total bandwidth used by
type f UEs to the average number of type f UEs associated
with the same BS for a fixed value of B. The calculation of
the variance of the interference for different type of UEs
will be presented below.
Macro UEs By inspecting the resource allocation
scheme shown in Fig. 2, it can be observed that there is no
source of interference for Macro UEs, therefore
r2I;0 ¼ 0:

ð10Þ

Direct Micro UEs Sources of interference for Direct Micro
UEs are all Micro BSs other than the one that is associated
with the UE. We have assumed that the total Interference
for these users can be modeled as a Gaussian random
variable with variance given by
r2I;1 ¼

NX
MICRO
i¼2

P2
:
lai 2

ð11Þ

In (11), li is the distance between 1st and ith BSs for
i ¼ 2; 3; . . .; NMICRO .
CRE UEs Sources of interference for CRE UEs are the
micro base stations that use the same portion of the band.
Therefore as stated in Sect. 3, CRE UEs served by an odd
indexed micro base station are interfered by odd indexed
micro base stations whereas CRE UEs served by an even
indexed micro base station are interfered by even indexed
micro base stations. Since number of even indexed and odd
indexed micro base stations are equal, the total Interference
coming from odd or even indexed micro base stations are
also equal and can be modeled as a Gaussian random
variable with variance
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r2I;2 ¼

NX
MICRO
i¼2n

P2
lai 2

for n ¼ 1; 2; . . .

NMICRO
:
2

ð12Þ

4.2 Distribution of received power
The distribution of received power, Pr , should be obtained
in order to find the distribution of the data rate per user
which is given by (5). Figure 3 shows the range extended
coverage of Micro BS for B [ 0. In this figure, the Micro
BS coverage with B ¼ 0 is the blue region whereas the
extended coverage with B [ 0 is the yellow region. Both
B
yellow and blue regions satisfy that Pr;Micro 1010 [ Pr;Macro ,
where Pr;Micro is the power received from the closest Micro
BS, Pr;Macro is the received power from Macro BS and B is
the BIAS parameter.
Assuming Macro BS is located at point (0, 0) and Micro
BS is located at (dMicro ; 0) any point having coordinates
(x, y) on the contour of Cell Range Extended coverage
region should satisfy
P1

B

c1
2

ðx2 þ y2 Þ

¼ 1010

P2
c2

ððx  dMicro Þ2 þ y2 Þ 2

:

ð13Þ

Equation (13) is numerically solved for a given value of
B and extended coverage of Micro BS is obtained. But, it
can be seen that the coverage area of a Micro BS is not a
perfect circle. In order to simplify the analytical calculations, these coverage regions are approximated by circles.
More detailed information on how this approximation is
made and how close it is to the actual coverage can be
found in the Sect. 2 of the technical report given in [27].
Using this approximated model for the system, the
cumulative distribution of the received power (Pr ) for

different types of users is derived using geometrical area
calculations. First, we obtain the distribution of the distance of a user to its serving BS. Then using the distance
distributions, the distributions of received power and data
rate are obtained. Due to the space considerations in the
paper, here we give the derivation of the distance and
received power distribution of only Macro UEs. The
derivations for different type of users can be found in the
reference technical report [27]. Using CDFs obtained for Pr
for different types of UEs, the data rate per any UE will be
derived in Sect. 4.3.
4.2.1 Distribution of received power for macro UEs
Distribution of the received power for Macro UEs can be
found by first calculating the distribution of the distance
between Macro UEs and Macro BS. The Macro BS coverage region is modeled as a combination of differently
shaped regions as illustrated in Fig. 4a, b for different B
values. The CDF of the distance between Macro UEs and
Macro BS is given by
FD ðdÞ ¼ PðD  dÞ ¼

SðdÞ
:
SMACRO ðBÞ

ð14Þ

In (14), S(d) is the region where Macro UEs within a
distance d to Macro BS may reside. The area of this region
is obtained by calculating the area of intersection of the
circle centered at Macro BS location with a radius d
(d  Rmax ), with approximated Macro coverage region.
This region is colored to orange in Fig. 4a, b. SMACRO ðBÞ is
the total coverage area of the Macro BS and is the union of
orange and green colored regions in Fig. 4a, b for two
different B values. For ease of calculations these regions

CRE Contour for B=B 2
CRE Contour for B=B1

A point on contour (x,y)

B1>B 2

p1(x1, y1)
Macro BS

Micro BS

X

X

p (d Micro, 0)

C1(0,0)

Micro BS Coverage
(Blue Region)
Cell Range Extended (CRE)
Coverage (Yellow Region)

Fig. 3 CRE region contour for B [ 0
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Fig. 4 Macro Region in detail for varying B values

are approximated by 2D geometric shapes as triangle,
trapezoid and circle.
Using CDF of d given by (14) and the relation between d
and Pr given by (1), the CDF of received power Pr can be
obtained as
 rﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
a1 Pr
ð15Þ
Fpr ðPr Þ ¼ 1  FD
:
P1

4.3 Distribution of data rate per user
Using (5) and Fpr ðPr Þ for user type f, the distribution of
capacity for type f UEs is,

 cNBS;f ðBÞ

2
gf Wqf
ð16Þ
1 :
FC ðcjf; B; g; qÞ ¼ FPr rNþI;f 2
Using (16) and CDFs of Pr for different types of UEs
(interested reader can refer to [27]), the distribution of the
data rate per any UE in the network can be obtained as,

FC ðcjB; g; qÞ ¼

3
X

PðfjBÞFC ðcjf; B; g; qÞ;

ð17Þ

f¼1

where PðfjBÞ is the probability of being a type f user for a
bias value of B and is given by,
Pðf ¼ ijBÞ ¼

Nf ðBÞ
;
NUE

f ¼ 0; 1; 2:

ð18Þ

In (18), Nf ðBÞ is the average number of UEs of type f for
bias value B, and NUE is the total number of UEs in the
system. According to the system model, a ratio of 1 
WMicro of all UEs are distributed uniformly to all area, and
a ratio of WMicro of UEs are distributed uniformly in Direct
Micro coverage area. Using this model, Nf ðBÞ is given by
8
SMACRO ðBÞ
>
>
>
;
f¼0
NUE ð1  Wmicro Þ
>
>
STOT
>
>
<
SDIR
Nf ðBÞ ¼ NUE Wmicro þ NUE ð1  Wmicro Þ
;
f ¼ 1:
>
S
TOT
>
>
>
>
SCRE ðBÞ
>
>
f¼2
NUE ð1  Wmicro Þ
:
STOT
ð19Þ
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In Eq. (19) the areas given by SMACRO ðBÞ, SDIR , SCRE ðBÞ
are the areas where Macro, Direct Micro, CRE users are
located and STOT is the whole cell area. The coverage areas
of Macro and CRE users are calculated for the specific bias
value of B. Coverage for Direct Micro UEs is independent
of the bias value.

4.4 Distribution of spectral efficiency and energy
efficiency
Spectral Efficiency (SE) is defined as the experienced data
rate of a UE per bandwidth occupied by the UE. Energy
Efficiency is the rate of UE divided by the total power
consumed by the BSs of the system. SE and EE are
expressed by,
!
Pr
SEf ðgÞ ¼ gf log2 1 þ 2
;
rNþI;f
ð20Þ
Cf ðB; g; qÞ
:
EEf ðgÞ ¼
Ptot ðgÞ
4.4.1 Distribution of SE
Distribution of SE can be obtained similar to the data rate
per UE distribution. Using the cumulative distribution of
the received power Pr for user type f and given time
sharing parameter value g, the distribution of SE can be
obtained as
s

FSE ðsjf; B; gÞ ¼ FPr ðr2NþI;f ð2gf  1ÞÞ;

Table 1 Base station power consumption parameters
NTRX

P0

Dp

Psleep

Macro

6

130

4.7

75

Micro

2

56

2.6

39

BS type

minimum non-zero output power, Dp is the slope of the
load-dependent power consumption, Pout is the output
power which is limited by Pmax and Psleep is the sleep mode
power consumption. The values of these parameters for
Macro and Micro BSs are listed in Table 1.
By considering the model given by (23), the total power
consumed by all BSs is given by
Ptot ðgÞ ¼ ð1  gÞPin;1 ðPout ¼ Pt;1 Þ
þ gPin;1 ðPout ¼ 0Þ þ NMICRO Pin;2 ðPout ¼ Pt;2 Þ:
ð24Þ
In (24), Pin;1 ðPout ¼ Pt;1 Þ is the total power consumed by
Macro BS when the output power is Pt;1 and similarly
Pin;2 ðPout ¼ Pt;2 Þ is the total power consumed by a Micro
BS when the output power is set to be Pt;2 . Using the
distribution of the received power per UE, as given by (16),
the distribution of EE can be derived as

 ePtot ðgÞNBS;f ðBÞ

2
gf Wqf
FEE ðejf; B; g; qÞ ¼ FPr rNþI;f 2
1 :

ð21Þ

ð25Þ

By using (21), the CDF of SE for any UE in the system can
be written as

By using (25), the CDF of EE for any UE in the network
can be expressed as

FSE ðsjB; gÞ ¼

3
X

PðfjBÞFSE ðsjf; B; gÞ;

ð22Þ

FEE ðejgÞ ¼

3
X

PðfjBÞFEE ðejf; B; g; qÞ:

ð26Þ

f¼1

f¼1

where PðfjBÞ is the probability of being type f UE for a
bias value of B.

4.5 Distribution of data rate per user, SE and EE
for general cases

4.4.2 Distribution of EE
In order to obtain the distribution of EE which is given by
(20), Ptot ðgÞ, total power consumed by BSs should be
calculated. Here, we use a BS power consumption model
proposed in [28], where the BS power consumption is
modeled by a linear power model:

if 0\Pout  Pmax
NTRX P0 þ Dp Pout ;
Pin ¼
;
NTRX Psleep ;
if Pout =0
ð23Þ
where Pin is the total power consumed, NTRX is the number
of transceivers in BS, P0 is the power consumption at the
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The CDF of the data rate per user, SE and EE can also be
obtained for different scenarios where small cells are
placed at arbitrary locations. In order to obtain these distributions for general HetNet scenarios where BS locations
are fixed, a similar geometric approach that we have followed for COE scenario can be used. By using the
approximation used in Sect. 4.2, the coverage of small cell
BSs can be modeled as circles. Using this approximation
and geometric intersection formulas, the distance distribution of users can be obtained from which it is trivial to
obtain distributions of received power, data rate, SE and
EE. As an example, Fig. 5 shows a HetNet scenario in
which small cell BSs are located at points which have
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Fig. 5 HetNet With two micro
and one macro BS

distances of d1 and d2 to Macro BS, respectively. In that
scenario, using (14), the distribution of received power for
a Macro Cell user can be obtained using the intersection
area calculations as shown in Fig. 5. In Fig. 5, S(d) is the
orange colored region for a specific d value, and SMACRO ðBÞ
is the area of orange and green colored regions.

5 Numerical results
In this section, firstly analytical results obtained for the
cumulative distribution of rate per UE will be compared
with the rate distributions obtained from simulations. The
comparisons are done for different bias (B) and resource
allocation parameter (g, q) values and also for different UE
distributions. Then, the analytical rate distribution is
employed in order to optimize system parameters g, q and
B for different UE distributions. The optimizations are
done by considering tenth percentile rate R10 , which is the

Table 2 Parameter values
Parameter

Value

Pt;Macro

46 dBm

Pt;Micro

26 dBm

Pnoise

 173 dBm/Hz

BSNoiseFigure

37 dBm

W

100 MHz

g, q

0  g; q  1

a1
a2

3.5
4

NUE

1000

NMICRO

10

NMACRO

1

parameter we have selected as KPI in the system. Optimization of R10 is also done using simulations for comparison purposes.
We investigate the system in terms of Energy and
Spectral efficiency. By using the q values that maximizes
R10 , we obtain the variation of tenth percentile and median
of EE and SE by both using analytical expression and
doing simulations. The analytical and simulation results are
obtained with system model parameter values that are listed in Table 2.
The cumulative probability distribution of rate per UE
obtained by analytical formula and simulations are plotted
in Fig. 6. The CDFs are obtained for g ¼ 0:2, q ¼ 0:5,
B ¼ 10 dB and B ¼ 20 dB and also for different UE distributions: Wmicro ¼ 13 ; 12 ; 23. The goodness of fit between
CDFs obtained by the analytical model and simulations are
compared by using the Kolmogorov–Smirnov (KS) test
[29]. Given an analytical distribution, this test shows
whether random variables obtained empirically are distributed with the given analytical distribution or not for a
given level of significance. In order to test the CDF
obtained by analytical approximation, 100 UEs among
1000 UEs are randomly selected and the average level of
significance between empirical and analytical distribution
is calculated for 400 trials. Table 3 shows the ratio of the
KS tests passed for a significance value of 0.05, which is a
typical significance value for KS test. Table 3 and Fig. 6
show us that the CDFs obtained by analytical approximation and simulations are very close to each other. Consequently, we conclude that the derived analytical CDF can
be used for optimization of the network in terms of R10 .
In order to find optimal values of system parameters, we
plot the variation of R10 with respect to q and g for two
different bias values, B ¼ 10 dB and B ¼ 20 dB and for 3
different spatial UE distributions. The variation of R10
when Wmicro ¼ 12 is depicted in Fig. 7. Figure 8 shows the
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0.6
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Analytical, W

0.3
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Simulation, W
0.2

=1/2
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0.5

Analytical, W

0.4

Simulation, W

0.3

Analytical, W Micro =1/2

0.2

0
2

4

6

8

10

12

14

16

Data Rate(bps)

(a)

=1/3

Micro

Micro

=1/3

=1/2

Analytical, W Micro =2/3

0.1

Simulation, WMicro =2/3
0

Micro

Simulation, W

=1/2

Analytical, W Micro =2/3

0.1

0.6

Simulation, WMicro =2/3

0

18

0

2

4

6

106

8

10

12

14

16

B = 10dB

18
106

Data Rate(bps)

(b) B = 20dB

Fig. 6 CDF of downlink data rate per user for g ¼ 0:2, q ¼ 0:5
Table 3 % of KS tests passed for CDF of R, (Psig ¼ 5%)
B (dB)

optimal g and q values and maximum R10 values that are
obtained from simulations and using the analytical CDF
expressions for different UE distributions. By examining
Fig. 8 and Table 4, it is observed that analytically obtained
results are very close to simulation results. The optimal q
value decreases and optimal g value increases with
increasing values of B. Optimal q value also decreases with
increasing Wmicro , which says that as the number of direct
Micro UEs increases, larger portion of the bandwidth
should be given to Micro BSs compared to small Wmicro
values. Table 5 shows the results of KS test when it is
applied to the distributions of SE and EE. Examining these

WMicro
1/3

1/2

2/3

10

0.8783

0.9033

0.5400

20

0.9117

0.7650

0.6867

cross-sections of variation of R10 with respect to q and g for
different spatial UE distributions. The cross-sections are
plotted for q values that maximize R10 . Table 4 show the

R , Tenth Percentile Rate

106
5

3

2

4
3
2
1

10

1

10

R , Tenth Percentile Rate

106
4

0
1

0
1
0.8

1
0.6

0.8
0.6

0.4

0.4

0.2

Band Sharing Parameter ( )

(a)

0.2
0

0

Time Sharing Parameter ( )

B = 10dB

Fig. 7 Variation of R10 as a function of q and g with WMicro ¼ 1=2
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106

4.5

Simulation, =0.79, W
Analytical, =0.66, W

4

Micro

Simulation, =0.68, W

3.5

Analytical, =0.54, W

3

Micro

Micro

Micro

Simulation, =0.56, W

=1/2

=2/3

Micro

=2/3

2.5
2
1.5

4
3.5
3
2.5

1.5

0.5

0.5
0.2

0.3

0.4

0.5

0.6

0.7

0.8

0.9

1

Time Sharing Parameter ( )

Micro

Simulation, =0.67, W

1

0.1

Analytical, =0.66, W

2

1

0
0

106

4.5
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R10 , Tenth Percentile Rate

5

Analytical, =0.78, W Micro =1/3
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0
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Analytical, =0.5, WMicro =1/2
Simulation, =0.53, W Micro =1/2
Analytical, =0.35, W Micro =2/3
Simulation, =0.38, W Micro =2/3
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0.8

0.9

1
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(a) B = 10dB
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Fig. 8 10th Percentile downlink data rate for varying g and WMicro
Table 4 The comparison of optimal parameter values and R10
Wmicro

g (S)

g (A)

q (S)

q (A)

R10 (S)

R10 (A)

(a) B ¼ 10dB
1/3

0.17

0.15

0.79

0.78

3.115

3.113

1/2

0.15

0.13

0.68

0.66

3.704

3.657

2/3

0

0

0.56

0.54

4.768

4.585

(b) B ¼ 20 dB
1/3

0.43

0.41

0.67

0.66

3.433

3.416

1/2

0.36

0.35

0.53

0.50

4.095

4.011

2/3

0.27

0.25

0.38

0.35

4.799

4.786

Table 5 % of KS tests passed for CDFs of SE and EE, (Psig ¼ 5%)
B (dB)

SE

EE

WMicro
1/3

1/2

2/3

1/3

1/2

2/3

10

0.9233

0.8350

0.6683

0.9117

0.8383

0.5400

20

0.8967

0.7950

0.6733

0.9067

0.7600

0.7000

results, it can be concluded that the analytical distributions
obtained can be used for further optimization of the system
in terms of SE and EE. By examining Tables 3, 4 and 5, it
can be concluded that the accuracy of the analytical model
generally decreases with increasing WMicro and B values.
The reason behind this is the approximations done to
simplify the base station coverage models get less accurate
as WMicro and B increases.
Figure 9a, b show the variation of tenth percentile and
median of SE, EE with varying g and B values, respectively. It can be observed that median SE and EE decay
nearly linearly as g increases. Most of the UEs in the
system is either Macro or Direct Micro UEs, therefore
decreasing their resources also decrease the median SE and
EE. However, this is not the case when SE10 and EE10 are
considered. SE10 and EE10 are maximized at different
values of g. When EE10 is considered, the g value which
maximizes EE10 is very close to the value that is optimal
for R10 . This is because of the fact that variation of R10 with
respect to g is faster compared to the variation of consumed
power, Ptot . Therefore, variation of R10 dominates the
variation of EE. If we analyze the system in terms of SE10 ,
it can be seen that, the g value which maximizes SE10 is
different than that of EE10 . This result also exhibits the SE
and EE trade-off in the Heterogeneous Network model as
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Fig. 9 Variation of SE, EE as a function of g for q ¼ 0:5, B ¼ 10 dB (top), B ¼ 20 dB (bottom) and WMicro ¼ 1=2

shown in Fig. 10. By inspecting Fig. 9a, b it can also be
concluded that the g values maximizing SE10 and EE10
increase with B.
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Fig. 10 SE10 versus EE10 for B ¼ 10 dB, 20 dB and WMicro ¼ 1=2
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In this paper, we have analyzed a Heterogeneous Network
with cell-edge located small cells. In the system, there is
one Macro and NMICRO Micro BSs and there are three types
of UEs which are Macro, Direct Micro and CRE UEs.
Assuming that time/frequency resources are shared
orthogonally among these 3 types of UEs, we have analytically obtained the CDFs of user data rate, SE and EE by
using a geometrical approach. We have shown that the
analytically obtained CDFs are very close with the ones
obtained from extensive simulations. We have used the
analytical CDFs to optimize the system resource allocation

Wireless Networks (2020) 26:2595–2608

parameters g, q to maximize the Key Performance Indicators, such as R10 , EE10 and SE10 . Our results show that
the system is optimized around nearly same resource
allocation parameter values when R10 and EE10 are considered. However, larger g values are needed to maximize
SE10 , where R10 and EE10 values degrade. This demonstrates the Energy Efficiency and Spectral Efficiency tradeoff in the HetNet system under consideration.
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